Phase diagram, critical properties and thermodynamic functions of the two-dimensional field-free quantum-spin-1/2 XXZ model has been calculated globally using a numerical renormalization group theory. The nearest-neighbor spin-spin correlations and entanglement properties, as well as internal energy and specific heat are calculated globally at all temperatures for the whole range of exchange interaction anisotropy, from XY limit to Ising limits, for both antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic cases. We show that there exists long-range (quasi-long-range) order at low-temperatures, and the low-lying excitations are gapped (gapless) in the Ising-like easy-axis (XY-like easy-plane) regime. Besides, we identify quantum phase transitions at zero-temperature.
I. INTRODUCTION
Two-dimensional (d = 2) quantum spin lattice models have attracted much attention, mainly due to the presence of magnetic monolayers in high-T c superconductors 1 , while superfluid films have also been related to two-dimensional quantum magnetism 2, 3 . The isotropic Heisenberg (XXX) model has an SU (2) symmetry, which remains unbroken at finite temperatures for d 2, as suggested by the Mermin-Wagner theorem. 4 The model does not show a finite-temperature phase transition in d = 2, 4,5 unless a symmetry-breaking external magnetic field or an interaction anisotropy is present [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . As shall be discussed in Section IV A 2, even a slight anisotropy can induce an ordered phase at finite-temperatures.
A particular case is the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy, which can be easy-axis or easy-plane in real materials, for which the axial and planar components of neighboring spins interact with different exchange interaction parameters as modeled by the anisotropic Heisenberg (XXZ) model. This type of magnetic anisotropy results from crystal field (due to lattice distortions) and spin-orbit coupling in magnetic materials, like in Ba 3 CoSb 2 O 9 , for which the effective-spin-1 /2 Co 2+ ions form monolayers, with easy-plane-type anisotropic intralayer interactions (and negligibly weak interlayer interactions).
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We use the spin-spin interactions language throughout the paper. But the quantum spin degrees of freedom appearing in the XXZ Hamiltonian [see eq. (1)], need not actually correspond to physical spins of atoms on a crystal lattice. One can interpret s z i as an occupation operator, with eigenstates |↑ and |↓ corresponding to occupied and empty lattice site i. In this case, the z-interaction s , which is analogous to nearestneighbor hopping kinetic energy term for particles. 2, 3, 8, 18 When written in this language of interacting hardcore bosons (or spinless fermions, or magnons) under the Matsubara-Matsuda transformation, the XXZ Hamiltonian models superfluids 2, 3 , supersolids 19, 20 , striped supersolids 21 , and valance-bond solids 22 . The XXZ Hamiltonian in d = 2 dimensions can be used to model not only two-dimensional magnetic crystals like K 2 CuF 4 23 , VX 2 (X = S, Se) 24 , M PX 3 (M = V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, and X = S, Se, Te) 25, 26 , and magnetic monolayers in materials like CrI 3 27,28 and in high-T c superconductors like La 2 CuO 4 1,10, [29] [30] [31] [32] , but also to model other systems exhibiting topological excitations, such as superfluid films, lipid layers etc. 33 .
The quantum spin lattice models, like the XXZ model, can be experimentally simulated by artificially designed quantum systems of Rydberg atoms stored in magnetic microtraps 34 , by lattice constructions using low-temperature scanning tunneling microscopy 35 , by trapped ion-laser systems [36] [37] [38] [39] , and by ultracold bosonic atoms in optical lattices 40, 41 . Such systems are considered to be important in realizations of quantum computers and spintronic devices.
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Despite the ever increasing interest, the exact solution for the XXZ model at finite temperatures in d > 1 dimensions is missing. Investigations on the model usually cover specific regimes, such as high-temperature or weakanisotropy. The lack of an exact solution is basically due to the non-commutativity of spin operators between nearest-neighboring sites. Suzuki and Takano proposed an approximate renormalization group (RG) method that essentially neglects this non-commutativity, and they obtained the phase diagram and critical properties for the model in d = 2 and 3 dimensions.
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Previously, we used the Suzuki-Takano approach to calculate thermodynamic functions of the XXZ model in d = 1 dimensions, and showed that the approximate RG procedure works well even in the low-temperature regime. 48 In this article, we study the model in d = 2 dimensions. We reproduce the results of Suzuki and Takano (phase diagram and critical properties), and exarXiv:1807.03250v1 [cond-mat.stat-mech] 9 Jul 2018 tend their work by calculating the thermodynamic functions globally at all temperatures and anisotropies. We obtain numerical results for the nearest-neighbor spinspin correlations and entanglement properties, besides internal energy and specific heat. We show the existence of long-range (quasi-long-range) order at low-temperatures, and that the low-lying excitations are gapped (gapless) in the Ising-like easy-axis (XY-like easy-plane) regime.
Although the Suzuki-Takano RG method is essentially a high-temperature approximation, we still obtain good results at low-temperatures, which compare at least qualitatively well with the results obtained by other methods. We can even identify the quantum phase transitions at zero-temperature, where the method is expected to work at its worst. The advantage here is the capability of capturing global thermodynamics by a single method that does not require excess computational power. Hence we expect our results to shed light on the thermodynamic and entanglement properties of the real systems that possess uniaxial magnetic anisotropy. In the following, we will first introduce the model (Section II) and the methods (Section III), and then discuss our results (Section IV) before the conclusion (Section V).
II. XXZ MODEL
The spin-1 /2 anisotropic quantum Heisenberg model (XXZ model) is defined by the Hamiltonian
where the sum is over "ij-bonds", i.e., over nearestneighboring lattice sites i and j. The operators s u i with u ∈ {x, y, z} are the quantum mechanical spin-1 /2 (S = 1/2) operators acting at site i (with s z i eigenvalues ± 1 /2 for the factor 2 absorbed inJ) that obey the commutation relation s The anisotropy parameter ∆ in XXZ Hamiltonian (1) (ratio of s z -interactions to s x -or s y -interactions) makes the Hamiltonian interpolate continuously between classical Ising, quantum XXX, and quantum XY models. For positiveJ, the quantum XXZ model reduces to classical ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) Ising models in the limits ∆ → ∞ and ∆ → −∞ respectively. At ∆ = 1 (∆ = −1), the anisotropic XXZ model Hamiltonian (1) reduces to the isotropic FM (AFM) XXX model Hamiltonian, while at ∆ = 0, it turns into the quantum XY (or XX0) model Hamiltonian. We call the regimes of |∆| > 1 and |∆| < 1, the "Ising-like" regime and the "XY-like" regime respectively. These regimes model materials that respectively possess easy-axis and easy-plane magnetic anisotropies.
The parameterJ in Hamiltonian (1) is the materialdependent exchange interaction energy between nearestneighbor spins. We define a temperature-dependent dimensionless interaction parameter
where, kT ≡ β −1 is the thermal energy (Boltzmann constant k times absolute temperature T ), andT ≡J/k is the temperature scale associated with the material.
For a proper application of RG theory, we rewrite the Hamiltonian (1) in a dimensionless form as
Here, we defined the dimensionless exchange interaction parameters
From the definition (2), we rewrite the temperature as
Scaling all temperatures by a factorT ensures a universality between different materials of same anisotropy parameter ∆. The factor In writing the Hamiltonian (3), we introduced a dimensionless parameter G. This term shifts the dimensionless energy of the system by a constant amount, G per bond, and thus, does not affect the thermodynamics of the system. We can take G = 0 for an original system. However, when we renormalize the system, this parameter maps to a positive G > 0, which accounts for the entropy of fluctuations of the renormalized degrees of freedom. Here, and throughout the article, we use primes to denote the interaction parameters and thermodynamic densities of the renormalized system. Due to the axial U (1) symmetry of the Hamiltonian under x ↔ y, all thermodynamic quantities associated with the y-direction are the same as those associated with the x-direction. In example, the nearest-neighbor spin-spin correlations obey s at all temperatures and all anisotropies. Hence, we omit the direction-y for the rest of the paper.
III. METHODS

A. Renormalization group transformation for d = 1
We use the approximate RG theory developed by Suzuki and Takano for quantum lattice systems in d = 1 dimensions 46, 47 . An RG transformation with rescaling factor b = 2, maps the original system of N original spins with original interaction parameters K = (J x , J z , G) onto a renormalized system of N = N/b = N/2 spins with renormalized interaction parameters K = (J x , J z , G ). Under the RG transformation, the form of the Hamiltonian (3) stays the same, and in the thermodynamic limit (in particular for N → ∞ with periodic boundary conditions), the partition function (and hence the free energy of the system) stays invariant. This RG transformation of real-space rescaling factor b = 2 is carried out by integration over every other spin (say spins at odd-j sites).
In Suzuki-Takano approach for d = 1, this b = 2 renormalization procedure is approximately formulated as 46, 47 
where i, j, k are three successive sites in one-dimensional lattice, and βH ij is the dimensionless Hamiltonian operating on the ij-bond, such that the system Hamiltonian (3) reads βH = ij [βH ij ]. 48 In equation (5), the operator −β H ik acts on two-site states |s i ⊗ |s k of the renormalized system, while the operator −βH ij − βH jk acts on three-site states |s i ⊗ |s j ⊗ |s k of the original system.
In Suzuki-Takano RG approximation (5) 
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On the anisotropy axis, the approximation becomes exact at the Ising limits, |∆| → ∞, where the operators become classical and commute with each other. Hence, we expect the worst results for the XY model (∆ = 0) at zero-temperature. The nature of the approximation in this limit for the critical behavior in the XY-like regime has been discussed in detail. 47, 50 In this article we apply the Suzuki-Takano approach to calculate thermodynamic functions of the XXZ model in d = 2, and again we expect the worst results in the limit ∆ = 0 and T = 0. In example, there is a 20% discrepancy between the ground-state energy we calculate for the XY model and the square-lattice results by various methods (see Section IV C 2). Even so, we still obtain qualitatively good results for the global ranges of temperature and anisotropy.
In d = 1 dimensions, previously we have obtained the recursion relations between the renormalized (i.e., J x , J z , G ) and the original (i.e., J x , J z , G) interaction parameters via equation (5) 
where we definedJ ≡ 8J 2 x + J 2 z for simplicity. One expected result is the dependence of the renormalized parameters on the additive parameter G, i.e.,
Another expected result is that the recursion relations (6) are invariant under a sign change of J x . In fact, this invariance is a special case of a more general symmetry of the XYZ model. In this more general model, the Hamiltonian operator is symmetric under sign changes of two of the three interaction coefficients J x , J y , and J z . 51 Note that J y = J x in the XXZ model Hamiltonian (3). Due to this sign symmetry J x ↔ −J x , in the following, we consider only the J x 0 subspace of the interaction parameters. The recursion relations (6) are in the form K = R( K). These recursion relations for a one-dimensional system can be generalized to those for an arbitrary d-dimensional system, by using the Migdal-Kadanoff RG procedure as 52, 53 
We should note that while the original Suzuki-Takano approach 46,47 applies one-dimensional decimation followed by bond-moving, i.e., K = b d−1 R( K), here we apply the opposite: bond-moving followed by decimation, cf. equation (7).
The Migdal-Kadanoff approach applies to classical models, as well as to quantum models 49 , on the same bond-moving basis due to Hermiticity of the Hamiltonians 47 . The Migdal-Kadanoff approximation becomes exact at infinite-temperature (J = 0), since bond-moving has no effect in this limit. Recalling that the Suzuki-Takano approach also works best at hightemperatures for d = 1, for quantum models in d > 1 at finite-temperatures, we cannot separate the errors due to Migdal-Kadanoff approximation (bond-moving) from those due to Suzuki-Takano approximation (neglecting non-commutativity) 49 . . Repeating the process ad infinitum, yields the two-dimensional hierarchical lattice, on which the MigdalKadanoff RG equation (7) works exact for classical models.
Migdal-Kadanoff RG procedure works exact for classical models in d-dimensional hierarchical lattices, while it can be considered as a good approximation for any other d-dimensional lattice (e.g. hypercubic lattices), especially for classical Hamiltonians. [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] The hierarchical lattice we use here for b = 2 and d = 2 is presented in Fig. 1 . We obtain the recursion relations using the onedimensional relations (6) in equation (7) with b = 2 and d = 2. This approach has been used to study superfluid systems 59, 60 , as well as electronic systems such as Hubbard [61] [62] [63] [64] , t-J 65-68 and Falicov-Kimball 69 models.
C. Calculation of the phase diagram
From the RG flow diagram (see Fig. 2 ), we can calculate the phase diagram of the system (see Fig. 3 ). Under successive RG transformations, a point K in the interaction parameters space flows to a sink. In the anisotropic XXZ model, the RG flows happen in the J x J z G-space. Under successive RG transformations, the parameter G always grows to infinity, since integrating more and more spins into a single renormalized spin adds more and more entropy associated with the fluctuations of the integrated spin degrees of freedom. We take G = 0 for an original system, and in the J x J z -plane, different phases are characterized by flows to different sinks (see Table I ). Each transition between different phases is controlled by a corresponding fixed point (see Table II ). This critical fixed point determines the universality class of the transition.
D. Calculation of thermodynamic functions
Calculation of spin-spin correlations
For each type of interaction K α appearing in a model Hamiltonian, we can define a density (i.e., the expectation value of the operator associated with K α ) as
Here, Z is the partition function (ln Z = −βF is the dimensionless negative Helmholtz free energy), and N α is the number of α-type interactions. The interactions in XXZ Hamiltonian (3) all act through bonds, and hence, all N α are the same and equal to the number of bonds in the system. These interactions are K = (J x , J z , G) and the corresponding densities are M = 2 s As the interaction parameters of the renormalized and original systems ( K and K) are connected by recursion relations, the densities in renormalized and original systems ( M and M ) are connected by the recursion matrix T as 48, 70 
Elements of the recursion matrix are
∂Kα . For the XXZ model Hamiltonian (3), since all N α are the same, we have
At a fixed point such as a sink, RG transformation keeps the interaction parameters and hence the densities invariant: M = M = M * . Therefore, at a sink, relation (9) takes the form of a left-eigenvalue equation:
To calculate densities vector M at an ordinary point (rather than a fixed point), we iterate equation (9) ntimes, until we get sufficiently close to a sink point, where the densities are approximately M * . Hence we obtain the densities M of the original system iteratively as 48, 70 
We can calculate M * from the eigenvalue equation (10), which, substituting into equation (11), yields the densities M at the original point.
Calculation of internal energy
From the densities vector, we can extract the nearestneighbor spin-spin correlations s u i s u j , and calculate the dimensionless internal energy density U/J of the system (internal energy per bond in units ofJ) as
Internal energy density calculated in the literature with different methods, can be trivially related to our results obtained by equation (12) . In example, one commonly adopted form of the dimensionless XXZ Hamiltonian in the literature isH = − ij σ Table I ). The two stars denote Ising and XY fixed points controlling the thermodynamics of (A)FM-PM and KT-PM phase transitions (see Table II ).
where σ 
, where z is the number of nearest-neighbors of a site, e.g., z = 2d for d-dimensional hypercubic lattice. Comparing with the internal energy per bond of equation (12), we simply relate the two internal energy densities with U/J = 3 2z(2+|∆|)Ū .
Calculation of specific heat
Similar trivial connections can be deduced for temperature, anisotropy parameter, and the specific heat. From the internal energy density (12), we can calculate the dimensionless specific heat C/k (heat capacity per bond in units of k) as
We calculate densities at different temperatures separated by a small difference d(T /T ) = 10 −3 , and use a two-point numerical derivation procedure to calculate the specific heat as a function of temperature. We observe that employing a higher-accuracy numerical scheme (e.g., five-point numerical derivation) does not affect our numerical results, for our choice of d(T /T ) = 10 −3 being sufficiently small, except at low temperatures (see Section IV C 1), where we employed d(T /T ) = 10 −6 .
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Critical properties and the phase diagram
RG flows, sinks and critical points
In Fig. 2 , we plot RG flows obtained using relations (6) and (7) with b = 2 and d = 2, which compares well with the flow diagram obtained by another approximate RG procedure by Dekeyser et al. 71 . Here, we plot flows only in the first quadrant of the J z J x -space (J z > 0 and J x > 0) for graphical simplicity. Recall that we do not consider the third and fourth quadrants (J x < 0) of the J z J x -space at all, due to the aforementioned J x ↔ −J x symmetry (see Section III A). Moreover, any point in the second quadrant of the J z J x -space (J z < 0 and J x > 0), maps to a point in the first quadrant by a single RG transformation, and continues to flow in the first quadrant under further transformations. This is indeed an expected result since a three-site AFM state |↑↓↑ maps onto a two-site FM state |↑ ↑ under a single RG transformation.
One interesting result is that while the classical Ising model line (J x = 0) and the isotropic quantum XXX model line (J x = J z ) are closed under RG transformations, the quantum XY model line (J z = 0) is not: a point on the J z = 0 line maps to a finite J z > 0 under a single RG transformation step (see Figure 2(a) ). This is because the XY fixed point is not on the J z = 0 line, but at a finite J z > 0 (see Figure 2(b) ). This might be an error due to Suzuki-Takano approach as discussed 
previously. 49, 50 Recall that the Suzuki-Takano approach is exact in the classical Ising limits (|∆| → ∞), and we expect this approximation to worsen as we approach to XY model (|∆| → 0).
In Table I , characteristics of the sink points are presented. Each sink point corresponds a different phase for the system. As mentioned above, the parameter G always flows to infinity under successive RG transformations with a usual runaway coefficient G /G = b d = 4; and the unit operator associated with it has the constant expectation value 1 at any point (not only at fixed points); hence they are not shown in Table I .
Phase transitions are also characterized by fixed points. All the KT-PM ((A)FM-PM) transitions for |∆| < 1 (|∆| > 1) are in the quantum XY (classical Ising) universality class and are controlled by the XY (Ising) fixed point. We present the characteristics of phase transition lines in Table II . Here, y T = log b λ T is the scaling exponent in the relevant direction, and λ T is the relevant eigenvalue of the recursion matrix T at the critical fixed point [see equation (10) ].
The critical interaction parameters J * u (and also the relevant critical exponents y T ) in Table II 71 . However, we should note that this approach of Dekeyser et al. also leads to a finite-temperature critical fixed point for the XXX model at J * x = J * z = 2.854, which violates the rigorous Mermin-Wagner theorem 4 , i.e., the absence of a finite-temperature phase transition for XXX model in d = 2.
Our calculated value of y T = 0.747 for (A)FM-PM transition is within 25% error range of Onsagers exact result y T = 1 for square lattice 72 . We note that although the square lattice approximation by the hierarchical lattice in Fig. 1 (or equivalently the Migdal-TABLE II. Critical interaction parameters J * u and relevant critical exponents yT at Ising and XY critical fixed points (see star-markers in Fig. 2(b) ). Kadanoff approximation) results in critical temperatures with small errors, it might lead to large errors in critical exponents. 49 Note that other critical exponents -such as α = 2 − d/y T and ν = 1/y T for the power-law dependences of specific heat C ∼ (T − T c ) −α and correlation length ξ ∼ (T − T c ) −ν -can be calculated from y T for the Ising transition. We also note that the calculated exponent y T for the KT-PM transition is smaller than that for the (A)FM-PM transition as expected 73 . Although y T = 0.165 for the KT-PM transition seems quite small, we should note that the KT-PM transition is a Kosterlitz-Thouless transition 74, 75 , rather than a usual second-order transition. In particular, there is no symmetry breaking, and the thermodynamic functions have KT-type exponential singularities 11, 75 (such as C ∼ e A(T −Tc) −ᾱ ) rather than power-law singularities. It was also argued that the hyperscaling relation may be violated for the XY universality class.
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This XY universality applies to many diverse systems that undergo a KT phase transition in d = 2, such as superfluids 77 , superconductors [78] [79] [80] , Josephson junction arrays 81 , Bose-Einstein condensates 82 , and twodimensional solids 83 . In addition, a small value of y T for XY-like regime, translates into a weak singularity in specific heat (see Fig. 12(b) ), which is in accord with the non-singular specific heat results obtained by Monte Carlo simulations 11, 76, [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] . We also note that for the XY model, a large y T = 1.300 (for b = √ 2) and a small y T = 0.650 (for b = 2) for d = 2; and a marginal y T = 0 for a slightly larger 2.05 < d < 2.23 were obtained by RG methods similar to ours. 49 We should also recall that the Migdal-Kadanoff approximation is not so good in estimating critical exponents, and that the Suzuki-Takano approximation works at its worst in the XY-like regime (|∆| < 1), where the KT-PM fixed point appears (at ∆ * = J * z /J * x = 0.442525, see Table II ).
Phase diagram
From the RG flow diagram (see Fig. 2 ), we calculate the phase diagram of the model in J z J x -space, and in anisotropy-temperature space (see Fig. 3 ). In addition to the disordered paramagnetic phase (PM) at high temperatures, we identify three ordered phases at low temperatures: ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic ordering (FM and AFM) for the Ising-like regimes of ∆ > 1 and ∆ < −1, and a vortex-type ordering in the KosterlitzThouless (KT) phase for the XY-like regime of |∆| < 1. We emphasize that in the KT phase (also called spinflipping phase in the presence of U (1)-symmetry-breaking external magnetic field 8 , or XY phase in zero-field 91 ), the ordering in s x (and s y ) components is a topological bound-vortex-antivortex ordering 74, 75 with vanishing magnetization in all directions 9, 92 , but non-zero helicity modulus 93 . On the contrary, the FM (AFM) ordering results in a non-vanishing magnetization (staggered magnetization) in s z spin components 94 , as well as non-( a ) vanishing spin-spin correlations 95 . The FM and AFM phases have the usual Ising-type ground-states 30 gapped from the excited states, while the KT phase has gapless spin-liquid ground-state with algebraic power-law decay of correlations (as opposed to exponential decay) 34 and bound-vortex-antivortex pairs 96 . In the FM and AFM phases, the discrete Z 2 (up↔down) symmetry is spontaneously broken, while in the KT phase it stays unbroken. The continuous U (1) symmetry in the XY-like regime can be broken only by an external magnetic field (that gives rise to gapless Goldstone magnon modes), but not by decreasing temperature in zero-field.
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Finite-temperature order-disorder transitions exist both in Ising-like regimes (J x < |J z |, including the classical Ising models J x = 0) and in XY-like regime (J x > |J z |, including the quantum XY model J z = 0). However, no finite-temperature phase transition occurs for the isotropic XXX models (J x = |J z |), for which the system becomes ordered only at zero-temperature. This fact is reflected in the flow diagram (see Fig. 2(a) ) as any point on the isotropic line with finite J x = J z , flows to the PM phase sink under successive RG transformations. Our result of the absence of finite-temperature phase transition for the two-dimensional XXX models, 99 , but also with the rigorous proof by MerminWagner theorem 4 . We numerically confirmed that finitetemperature ordered phases for the isotropic XXX models emerge only for d > 2, but not at d = 2.
We can infer the special cases of Ising, XY, and XXX models as interacting spins that essentially fluctuate in one-, two-, and three-dimensions respectively. At T = 0, the thermal fluctuations are suppressed, and all three models manifest long-range-ordered phases. This is because at T = 0, increasing the entropy does not help minimizing the free energy, and the system is driven to ground state only by internal energy minimization. It should require less thermal energy to suppress the spin-spin orderings as the dimensionality of the spins increases. Hence, we expect the critical temperature of the Ising models (T , is not due to the factor 3/(2 + |∆|) we introduced in Hamiltonian (1) , which led to the definition (4) of temperature. In fact, from the right-most column of Table III , we see the expected order in bare interaction parameters (J c u ) at the phase transitions. Furthermore, in Fig. 3(b) , we observe that the critical temperature decreases as the absolute anisotropy parameter |∆| is decreased from Ising models (one-dimensional spins) to XXX models (threedimensional spins), and it decreases as |∆| is increased from XY model (two-dimensional spins) to XXX model (three-dimensional spins). The same expected trend was also observed for square lattices by pure-quantum selfconsistent harmonic approximation 92 , by Monte Carlo simulations 10 , by high-temperature series expansion 100 , and by Padé approximation 101 , all of which give qualitatively the same anisotropy-temperature phase diagram as in Fig. 3 .
It is a well-established fact that the critical temperature vanishes asymptotically as T c /T = −1/ ln(1 − ∆) for the classical XXZ model (S → ∞) in the limit |∆| → Table IV . In Fig. 4 , we compare our calculated T c /T with fits to these functional forms, and observe a perfect agreement. We note that in the fitting range |∆| = 1 ± 0.02, the factor in our temperature definition 3/(2 + |∆|) = 1 ± 0.007 is very close to unity. The logarithmic dependence of T c on ∆, enables phase transitions at critical temperatures T c much away from T = 0, even in the close vicinity of isotropic XXX models. Hence, the strong quantum fluctuations -which smear out the finite-temperature order in XXX case 4,93 -are suppressed even by very weak anisotropy (|∆| ≈ 1). This finite-temperature phase transition even for very weak anisotropy is particularly important in modelling high-T c superconductors like La 2 CuO 4 or monolayer quantum magnets like Ba 3 CoSb 2 O 9 (a triangular antiferromagnet) and K 2 CuF 4 (a square ferromagnet), since these real systems possess very weak easy-plane or easy-axis anisotropy with 1 − |∆| in the range 10 −2 -10 −5 .
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We note that the XY model critical temperature T (0) c /T = 0.627 (see Table III ) we obtain for the hierarchical lattice of b = 2 and d = 2, is in between the values 0.591 and 0.987 calculated respectively for square and triangular lattices by high-temperature series expansion 76 , and also agrees with the value 0.675 ± 0.075 calculated by Monte Carlo simulations on square lattices 85 . Although our result is within 6%-7% error range of these square lattice critical temperatures, other square lattice estimates of 0.525 87 and 0.529 88 by Monte Carlo simulations, and 0.54 by pure-quantum self-consistent harmonic approximation 104 are about 20% error range to our T (0) c /T result. We recall that the Suzuki-Takano approach works at its worst for ∆ = 0. In the opposite limit, the critical temperature T , as a function of positive anisotropy, ∆ 0. We respectively employ ∆ and 1/∆ as the horizontal axis in XYlike (∆ < 1) and Ising-like (∆ > 1) regimes. Inset shows the zoomed region around the isotropic XXX case, ∆ = 1, where AFM and FM critical temperatures are both zero (see Table III and Fig. 4 ).
We also note that although the critical temperatures for FM (∆ → ∞) and AFM (∆ → −∞) Ising models are the same, this symmetry disappears for finite ∆ introduced by non-zero J x . That said, phase diagrams shown in Fig. 3 Table III ). This asymmetry between FM and AFM critical temperatures is a pure quantum mechanical effect, and was indeed signaled by the specific heat peaks in d = 1: specific heat peak temperatures shift in opposite directions for AFM and FM models as the anisotropy gets stronger in d = 1.
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As will be demonstrated in Section IV C 2, the quantum fluctuations at T = 0 are stronger in the AFM case compared to the FM case, as expected 94, 105 . Hence, one expects the AFM order at low-temperatures to be washed out more easily (less thermal energy kT c is required) compared to FM order. Thus, one expects T 
1.
This well-known result might therefore cannot be explained by the strength of quantum fluctuations. A possible explanation might be due to interrelated effects of entropy and density of states. 105 In Fig. 5 , we plot the ratio of AFM and FM critical temperatures, T
, as a function of anisotropy parameter ∆. We see that this ratio increases from unity as ∆ increases from zero, makes a dip at the XXX point (∆ = 1), and further decreases back to unity as Ising models are approached (∆ → ∞), where there are no quantum effects. We expect the dip at ∆ = 1 to be smoothed out at higher dimensions (d > 2), where an order-disorder phase transition occurs for XXX models (∆ = ±1). As a comparison to data in Fig. 5 B. Thermodynamic functions
Spin-spin correlations
Using equation (11), we calculated the nearestneighbor spin-spin correlations, s Fig. 6 as contour plots. At zerotemperature, we observe a discontinuity in both correlations at ∆ = 1, as the anisotropy passes from XYlike regime (|∆| < 1) to FM Ising-like regime (∆ > 1). This discontinuity has also been observed before for onedimensional XXZ model 48 , and will be discussed in detail in Section IV C 2. In Fig. 7 , we plot nearest-neighbor spin-spin correlations s Fig. 7(a) ), where thermal fluctuations get stronger.
One particularly interesting result is the non-vanishing s Several thermodynamic and entanglement functions can be deduced from the spin-spin correlations. Below, we will discuss the global finite-temperature behavior of long-range-order and entanglement measures, internal energy density, and specific heat, before moving to lowtemperature and ground-state properties.
Long-range-order measure
Long-range-order can be identified using the measure
in the Ising-like (|∆| > 1) and XY-like (|∆| < 1) regimes [113] [114] [115] [116] , although it is known that the twodimensional XY model (∆ = 0) at low-temperatures has topological KT-type order rather than long-range order 4, 74, 75, 92 . Nevertheless, it was rigorously proven by Kennedy, Lieb and Shastry that the XY model has ground-state long-range-order at zero-temperature for d > 1. 117 Hence, if Γ is larger than a threshold h d in the Ising-like regime, then long-range-order exists in s 118 . In d = 2 dimensions, a lower bound for h 2 is estimated as Γ 2 ≈ 0.646.
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In Fig. 8 , we plot long-range-order measure (14) , calculated using the spin-spin correlation results of Section IV B 1, as a function of anisotropy and temperature. We clipped the plot at Γ = 2.2, since as Ising models are approached (1/∆ → 0 ± ), Γ grows very fast, e.g., becomes Γ ≈ 7 for 1/∆ = ±0.01 at low temperatures. 8 . Long-range-order measure Γ as a function of anisotropy and temperature. We employ ∆ and 1/∆ as the horizontal axis in XY-(|∆| < 1) and Ising-like (|∆| > 1) regimes respectively. Solid red contours mark the approximate lower bound for long-range-order threshold, Γ2 ≈ 0.646. Phase boundaries (see Fig. 3(b) ) are superposed as the dotted orange line.
In Fig. 8 , we observe that at low enough temperatures, Γ > Γ 2 for all ∆, except in the vicinity of the AFM XXX point (∆ = −1), where the approximation of h 2 by Γ 2 must be broken down. Hence, we conclude qualitatively that Ising-like (XY-like) ordered phases AFM and FM (KT) in Fig. 3 , manifest log-range (quasi-long-range) order in s Fig. 8 ), we observe two expected results: (i ) that the critical temperature (between disordered and long-range-ordered phases) monotonically decreases as ∆ approaches to ±1 both from Ising-like and XY-like regimes, and (ii ) that the critical temperature for Ising models is higher than that for the XY model.
In Fig. 8 , for a comparison to Γ = Γ 2 contours (solid red lines), we also superimpose the order-disorder phase boundaries (dotted orange lines, see Fig. 3(b) ). We see that T ). From Fig. 8 , we see that the threshold changes nonmonotonically in the interval 0.4 h 2 (∆) 2 for −10 < ∆ < 10, but we should emphasize that h 2 (∆) diverges in Ising limits.
Nearest-neighbor quantum entanglement measures
Using the spin-spin correlation results (see Section IV B 1), we calculated the entanglement measures for nearest-neighboring spins, which are useful for quantum computational applications 45, 119 . These are the entanglement of formation E and the quantum discord D.
As defined by Wootters 120 , E is the minimum average entanglement of an ensemble of pure states that represents a mixed state, which can be calculated as 121, 122 
where g [f ] = f log 2 f and f (C) = , which can be taken as a measure of entanglement itself 120 . We numerically checked for the XXZ model that C and E have the same qualitative behavior globally, i.e., they increase and decrease together, and hence they have the same extrema and discontinuities.
Introduced by Ollivier and Zurek 124 , another measure of quantum correlations is the quantum discord D, which measures quantum correlations due to noncommutativity, instead of entanglement 125 . It measures the contrast between two distinct quantum analogs of the classical mutual information, and it can be calculated from the spin-spin correlations as where g ± = g 1 ± 4 max | s Fig. 9 as contour plots. In Fig. 10 , we plot them as functions of temperature, for various ∆ spanning the whole Ising-like and XY-like regimes.
We observe vanishing E in the Ising limits (∆ → ±∞) for all temperatures. We also observe that E vanishes at high temperatures (T 1.8T ) for all anisotropies. This is an expected result due to quantum fluctuations being overwhelmed by thermal fluctuations at high temperatures. An interesting result is vanishing E for the whole FM Ising-like regime (∆ 1) at all temperatures, even for finite ∆ at T = 0. In the ∆ > 1 regime at T = 0, we have constant s On the other hand, D vanishes at all temperatures only for FM Ising model (∆ → ∞). It increases with decreasing ∆ in the FM and AFM Ising-like regimes (1 < ∆ < ∞ and −∞ < ∆ < −1), while it changes non-monotonically in the XY-like regime (−1 < ∆ < 1). It attains the maximum possible value D = 1 for the AFM Ising model at T = 0. In Fig. 10 , we see that D decays with increasing T as expected. Like E, D also vanishes at T = 0 for ∆ > 1, which is due to aforementioned s . However, unlike E, D increases first, and then declines back as the temperature is increased. This non-monotonic behavior in Ising-like FM regime (∆ > 1) has also been obtained for two-qubit systems, for which, increasing D with decreasing ∆ was also observed 122 , as we do in Fig. 10 .
Internal energy
We calculated the dimensionless internal energy density (per bond) U/J from the spin-spin correlations via equation (12) . In Fig. 11(a) , U/J is presented as a function of anisotropy and temperature in a contour plot. In Fig. 12(a) , U/J is plotted as a function of temperature for various anisotropies spanning the whole Ising-like and XY-like regimes.
We see that the aforementioned discontinuous jump in zero-temperature correlations at ∆ = 1, translates to a cusp in zero-temperature internal energy, see Fig. 11 (also see Fig. 14) . We also observe a valley cusp at ∆ = 0 for all temperatures, which is due to cusps in correlations (see Fig. 6 ). The internal energy increases as the anisotropy is increased from ∆ → −∞ to ∆ = −1; decreases in between ∆ = −1 and ∆ = 0; ramps up as anisotropy is increased from ∆ = 0 to ∆ = 1; and declines back as the anisotropy is further increased towards ∆ → ∞. For any value of the anisotropy parameter ∆, the internal energy vanishes as the temperature increases (the interaction parameter J decreases) as expected. In Section IV C 2 below, we further discuss the ground-state energy density U 0 /J at T = 0. The cusps and trends can also be observed in Fig. 14 , where we plot U 0 /J vs. ∆.
Specific heat
The dimensionless specific heat C/k is calculated from the internal energy density using equation (13) . In Fig. 11(b) , C/k is presented as a function of anisotropy and temperature in a contour plot, and in Fig. 12(b) , C/k is plotted as a function of temperature, for a number anisotropy parameters in between the AFM and FM Ising limits.
The same cusps as in internal energy density also appear for the specific heat. In addition, for specific heat, cusps at critical temperatures, corresponding to FM-PM phase transitions, appear in the FM Ising-like regime (∆ > 1). As was shown in Section IV A 2, there are no finite temperature phase transitions for the isotropic XXX models (∆ = ±1). In other regions (∆ < 1, ∆ = 1), phase transitions are signaled not by cusps, but by maxima in specific heat as expected. In particular, specific heat peaks occurring at temperatures slightly greater than the transition temperature is a characteristic of KT transition. 85 We also note the double peak structure of specific heat vs. temperature curves for anisotropy parameter in the vicinity of ∆ = 1. This double peak form at low temperatures was discussed in detail before, for one-dimensional XXZ model. 48 In the next section, we will discuss the low-temperature behavior of specific heat. Internal energy density U scaled by the material-dependent nearest-neighbor exchange interaction energyJ (a) and specific heat C scaled by Boltzmann constant k (b) as functions of anisotropy and temperature. We respectively employ ∆ and 1/∆ as the horizontal axes in XY-like (|∆| < 1) and Ising-like (|∆| > 1) regimes. The discontinuity in correlations (see Fig. 6 ) translates into cusps along the ∆-axis at ∆ = 1, T = 0. The cusps at ∆ = 0 are due to cusps in correlations (see Fig. 6 ).
C. Thermodynamics at low temperatures
Low temperature excitations
Thermodynamics at low temperatures show distinct characters in XY-like (|∆| < 1) and Ising-like (|∆| > 1) regimes. In the XY-like regime at low temperatures, system is in algebraically ordered KT phase, where magnetization vanishes in all directions: s In this quantum spin-liquid phase at low-temperatures, due to a large density of low-energy states, specific heat is expected to be linear in temperature 126, 127 : Here, γ 0 is the Sommerfeld coefficient. Such linear behavior of specific heat at low-temperatures has been observed for the two-dimensional quantum spin-liquid ZnCu 3 (OH) 6 Cl 2 128,129 and for the quasi-two-dimensional easy-plane-type XXZ ferromagnet K 2 CuF 4 127 . Our results are in agreement with the expected linear form, as shown in Fig. 13(a) , where we plot specific heat as a function of temperature in XY-like regime at low-T .
From Fig. 13(a) , we see that the dimensionless Sommerfeld coefficient γ 0T /k = lim T →0 [(C/k)/(T /T )] is zero for ∆ = −1 (AFM XXX model); raises as anisotropy parameter ∆ is increased; and drops back to zero at ∆ = 1 (FM XXX model). In Fig. 13(b) , we plot the dimensionless Sommerfeld coefficient γ 0T /k as a function of ∆. From our numerical data, we observed that the temperature range of linearity vanishes as ∆ → 1 − , and in Fig. 13(b) , we see that the Sommerfeld coefficient drops to zero discontinuously at ∆ = 1.
The vanishing Sommerfeld coefficient at |∆| = 1 (see Fig. 13(b) ) is indeed an expected result. In the Ising-like regimes of |∆| > 1, the low-lying excitation spectrum exhibits a gap 130 , which results in an exponential form for the specific heat (cf. Fig. 12(b) ). Hence, the Sommerfeld We exactly obtain the expected zero-temperature (ground-state) energy per bond U 0 /J = −3/4 for the AFM and FM Ising models (|∆| → ∞), U 0 /J = −1/2 and U 0 /J = −1/4 for the AFM (∆ = −1) and FM (∆ = 1) XXX models respectively (see Table V ). The ground-state energy U 0 /J = −3 √ 2/8 = −0.530331 we calculate at T = 0 for the XY model (∆ = 0) is to be compared with the square-lattice estimates −0. Although there is about 20% discrepancy between these square-lattice results for ground-state energy density and our result, we note that the ground-state energy per bond depends strongly on the type of lattice.
112,137,139 The MigdalKadanoff RG procedure we employ works exact for classical models on a hierarchical lattice (see Fig. 1 ), but not for quantum models on a square lattice. Nonetheless, it is still a good approximation for hypercubic lattices, especially for classical models.
54-58
We remind that our RG method works at its worst at the point T = 0, ∆ = 0. Therefore, physical quantities we calculate at other points must have less quantitative errors. We emphasize that even in the zerotemperature case, we still obtain the correct qualitative behavior, in particular, we identify the zero-point quantum phase transitions of the XXZ model.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, using an approximate renormalization group method, we have derived the phase diagram, critical behavior, thermodynamics, and entanglement properties of the two-dimensional uniaxially anisotropic Heisenberg model, globally at all temperatures and anisotropies. These global results are important in modeling many diverse systems such as superfluid films or magnetic monolayers in high-T c superconductors, and in understanding entanglement effects for quantum computational applications.
Nearest-neighbor spin-spin correlations, internal energy, specific heat, entanglement of formation, and quantum discord are calculated and discussed in detail. We showed that long-range-order sets in at low temperatures for all anisotropies, except for the isotropic models (∆ = ±1). We identified ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) phase in the Ising-like regimes, respectively for ∆ > 1 and ∆ < −1; and algebraically ordered Kosterlitz-Thouless phase (KT) in the XY-like regime for −1 < ∆ < 1.
In order to calculate the magnetization components M u = s u i , we need to consider external magnetic field interactions H u i s u i in the Hamiltonian. Calculation of (staggered-)magnetization would explicitly provide the order parameter for (A)FM phase. The order parameter for the KT phase is the helicity modulus, calculation of which would require addition of mixed interactions like s x i s y j over next-nearest neighbors into the Hamiltonian. These extensions of the present work will be addressed in a future publication.
We also captured the low-temperature behavior of specific heat in the gapped (gapless) AFM and FM (KT) phases, and the quantum phase transitions at zerotemperature. The first-order quantum phase transition between FM and KT phases at ∆ = 1 is signaled by discontinuities in spin-spin quantum correlations and hence in entanglement measures, while the second-order quantum phase transition between AFM and KT phases at ∆ = −1 is signaled by maxima in internal energy, concurrence and entanglement of formation.
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